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From Humble beginnings in a small south easterly town in the United kingdom, a young
fashion designer embarked on his quest to break into the industry of clothing and fabric
manufacture. His quest took him all over the world, discovering new textures, fabrics, hybrid
materials and new methods in manufacture.

Mo was is his name. From here, Mo, decided to split paths and go alone in the hunt for
success, breaking away from his employer. Sadly, like many young talented individuals, they
are forgotten and lost in this world of disapproval and seeming normality. This is where Mo
needed Fel and Fel needed Mo. But where will they end up?

Mo and Fel can be considered as family, they have always had each others backs and have
both tried to help each other in this struggling world. This is where Mo gave everything up to
help Fel pursue his ambition of experimentation and science.

Fel, much alike to Mo, studied at a top 5 university in the UK. His discipline was

pure Chemistry. During his time, he learnt that all was not as it first seemed.

After many years between jobs and struggling to make an impact, he turned to
#NewAgeEnergy sources. Here he discovered blockchain technology.



In his search for satisfaction, Fel re-contacted Mo and a plan was hatched. What a better way
to make an impact than blending two polar-opposite, diverse and interesting subjects, than
design and chemistry. As such FELMO Labs was Born in 2022. Fel Bringing 8 years of chemical
wizardry and Mo bringing 35 years fashion experience. From here, the Logo was re-imagined.



What do you want to expect?, this
collection aims to bring a fun, relaxed
and enjoyable environment, that
exhibits different styles of art all in one
place. So, what exactly are you
getting? You will be getting nearly 50
years of combined mastery in two
varying professions. You will also be
getting a piece of history. The original
drawings were completed nearly 30
years ago. These will be included as a
special edition, more on this later. The
collection is purely art, no
“tokenomics” will be brought out at
this stage. This is due to oversaturation
and the fact that we believe purely in
the native token with which you will
mint the Lightning bones with.

Now is the time because most
collections are created with the aim
to raise capital and then close. This
collection will only impress and
improve on its aims. This is because
we are starting with art only in mind.
We also believe that we are in the
perfect position to launch with our
team.





The Art is not like the typical NFT’s that have taken the communities by storm. There
are no Pixelations, no ¾ body portraits. Our collection is dominated by the Electric
skeleton Logo. This is synonymous with our brand identity and will be used throughout
the entirety of the collection.

The brand identity is simple! A friendly, relatable character that evokes happiness, joy
and laughter. The Electric Skeleton is a symbol of eternity and resurrection. There will
be 3 traits only in this collection.

You may ask, how will we achieve variety and uniqueness in a 10,000 strong collection?

It is exactly this low trait count that is becoming the very vehicle for us to do this. With
nearly 200 individual traits, that have been meticulously thought and created, The
Bone Lightning Bunch will not lack personality, style or character. Everything has been
hand drawn and pieced carefully. We feel like it is about time that the NFT art world
believed and participated in something completely different.





The Traits comprise a Character,
the skeleton, and a location/
background.

The Character is the mask, whilst
being another identifying feature
to the skeleton. This allows the art
to have a completely unique look
whilst still sharing its traits.

The characters are not only for
aesthetics, but they also each have
a tailor-made story and symbolize
thoughts and feelings that we
experience in our day-to-day lives.

All will be revealed once the mint
is in motion.



The art’s purpose is to be visually appealing, have hidden secrets and story's that will
reveal over time. The art will also function as an exclusive pass into The Bone Lightning
Bunch’s Casa di Moda. Here, you will be able to vote on the upcoming merchandise plans
and designs. These will then be manufactured and produced for sale.

This will be aimed to be fully functional on The Warehouse, on our web-page. We aim for
this to be an interactive experience than allows full immersion for the holders.





Stage 1: Entry through the portal

Entry through the portal is a pre-
requisite to joining Bone Lightning
Bunch. Verino oversees who enters
and who doesn't, but when he's
sleeping it's in your hands.

Stage 2: Resurrection

Now you have entered our world, it's
time to go where it all began, Mo's
grave. So far to travel up, only to come
back down!



Stage 3: Gathering materials

Now you know what must be done,
materials are required to successfully re-
incarnate Mo. Verino and Fel can help
here, they have good reach and strong
set-ups.

Stage 4: Production and manufacture

Production shall commence, as will
manufacture. This will happen once our
prototype has been cleared safe for use.
Verino will be vital to have on our side
here.



Stage 5: Modelling and sale approval

Once clearance is approved, modelling
and an online business will hopefully
grow into a boutique. This will be
some years from now, but the space
craft may help here?

Stage 6: Lightning Boutique

Lightning speed into the future, we see
gravity waves, nuclear powered cars,
and virtual food. We also see Bone
lightning Bunch's clothing empire both
virtual but also physical. What are those
fragrant wafts from the valley?



Stage 7: Deep Mining

Fel has reunited with Mo, Verino is
hibernating again, or is he? How
deep were his pockets? The question
lies in the depths of the mountain,
Thunder!

Stage ∞: Aromatics?

Perfumed water?, harsh chemicals?,
I don't think so, said Verino. Part of
his stash encompassed alien fuel
that had such an infectious scent
that these copiously clean fragrances
had to be capitalized on. Fel puts his
skills to work.



Mo
Mo is Fel's closest friend and family 
relative. Through their cataclysmic 

electrical pulse, we get perfect 
synergy. This is shown in the art, it's 
story, origins and more importantly 

the design and execution of this whole 
experience.

Fell
Fel Is second in line to the throne, 

he may hold the crown and the 
chemistry behind its construction, 

though he is still a kid. He is the 
prince of power and wealth in all 

but the deflationary paper money. 
A strong advocate of 

decentralization and harmonious 
living. He and Mo are tied 

irreversibly.

Verino
Verino is the mysterious character, 
he is considered a lucky charm. He 
is always present but never to be 

seen. He has beavered many riches 
away and is in eternal hibernation. 
Without Verino, the electricity of 

the Bone lightning Bunch would still 
be a concept. He holds many keys, 

but how many will we see him use?
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https://twitter.com/FelmoLabs

https://www.bonelightningbunch.com/
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https://nftcalendar.io/event/the-bone-lightning-b/
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